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Abstract
Online detectors form an important part of achieving coordination
and synchronization in large-scale distributed applications running in
peer to peer systems, the Grid, PlanetLab, and large-scale Enterprise
like server farms. Detectors can be used to monitor the up/down
status of hosts, the malicious behavior among processes, the availability behavior among hosts, and to estimate the number of hosts in a
distributed system. We discuss a variety of existing online detectors
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for these different problems, with emphasis on practical solutions that
satisfy two characteristics: they have been implemented and validated
in experimental evaluation or practice, and they are based on ideas
that are novel and have strong theory behind them. The goal of this
article is to enable practitioners to understand these protocols so that
they can be easily implemented or adapted for various distributed systems. This article aims to provide the starting researcher a start into,
and a good feel for, the area of detectors, in order to enable further
learning in this interesting area.
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Introduction

Large-scale distributed systems such as PlanetLab [36], peer to peer systems
(e.g., [48, 42, 39]), Grid networks [16], etc., have exploded in popularity and
use in the past few years. It is well-known that such systems are failureprone, i.e., “nodes” (client machines or computer hosts) can join and leave
the system at will (a phenomenon called churn), and that messages can be
dropped by the underlying network.
Several distributed applications have begun running atop such clusters,
e.g., distributed computations, cooperative file sharing, multimedia and content streaming, resource discovery, application-level DNS, etc. In each of
these distributed applications, to enable coordination and synchronization,
the application need to keep track of the behavior of each individual node
involved in the application. Intuitively, each node has individual “personal2

ities” from the viewpoint of its cooperativeness or willingness to contribute
to the overall good of the system. Thus it is important to keep track of the
individual characteristics of these nodes in a distributed fashion.
On one side of the problem spectrum, at the most basic level, there are
simple node-level that need to be detected. For instance, when a node fails
(or joins the system), some other nodes that are currently in the system need
to be made aware of this change in the membership. Similarly, some nodes
may be maliciously modifying messages or deviating from the core protocols
specified as a part of the system - it is important to detect (and then perhaps
punish) such nodes.
At the other extreme, several applications need to detect system-wide
properties. We consider two interesting classes of detectors falling at this
end of the spectrum - one requires nodes to be aware of the approximate size
of the system, i.e., number of non-faulty nodes currently in the system. In
between these two extremes, some applications require to track the individual
availability history of nodes, i.e., their up/down characteristics. This availability information can then be used for placing replicas (of files or services)
so as to maximize availability of the service being replicated, for ensuring
that multicast reliability at recipient nodes varies as a function of the node’s
availability, etc.
We broadly call the above problems of measuring node-specific or aggregated system-wide properties as the problem of Detection. There are a
variety of detectors for distributed systems, and it is quite possible that a
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book-length article could be written covering these various detectors! In order to maintain brevity however, this article chose to focus on and discuss a
“sliver” of detectors from across the spectrum of node-level to system-wide
detectors.
Specifically, we will focus in this article only on failure-, Byzantine-, and
availability-related characteristics of detectors. We will mention, at appropriate places, other detector classes that are not covered here and that the
reader may be interested in reading up. The reader should use this article as
a starting step to understanding more about the area.
Notice that the latter extreme of detection is related to “Statistics Collection” and aggregation [29, 44], but we are interested only in the actual
availability-related or behavior-related characteristics of nodes, and not in
collecting statistics that are specific to a particular application. In other
words, most solutions to the Detection problems we will discuss can be used
by a wide variety of distributed applications. Further, we hope this article
will motivate the reader to look up existing literature on other problems like
termination, deadlock detection, snapshots, reputation mechanisms, etc.
We focus on practical solutions that have the following two characteristics:
(1) they have been implemented and validated in experimental evaluation or
practice, and (2) they are based on ideas that are novel and have strong
theory behind them. Our goal here is to enable and enhance understanding
of such viable and practical solutions for practitioners so that these can be
used in real systems.
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Thus, this article considers four main classes of Detection problems.
1. Crash Failure Detectors: For each node, when the given node in the
system crashes, other nodes that knew about this node should be informed about it.
2. Byzantine Failure Detectors: For each node, when the given node deviates from the specified application protocol behavior, other nodes that
are non-Byzantine need to be informed of this.
3. Availability Detectors: For each node, the system (or a small set of
other nodes) maintains information about the availability history of
this node.
4. System Size Estimators: An initiator node (or all nodes in the system) needs to know about the approximate number of non-faulty nodes
present as a part of its distributed group (or overlay graph). This could
be either a one-shot or a continuous estimation problem.
Two points to note here. First, we are primarily interested in fully distributed solutions to these problems. That is, protocols that operate in a peer
to peer fashion, without requiring a central server, are of the most interest
to us. Second, we will rarely discuss the action taken by the application
when such a detection is triggered. In some of the referenced papers, such
reactive application behavior may be discussed. However, our discussion in
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this article attempts to present detectors in a modular fashion, i.e., so they
can be used in a plug-and-play manner with a variety of applications.
While the main goal of this article is to make the reader aware of practicalities of Detection problems and solutions, where appropriate, we do highlight relevant theoretical results that form the context or tell us about the
difficulties of a problem.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses crash
failure detectors, Section 3 presents Byzantine failure detectors, Section 4
presents availability detectors, and Section 5 discusses system size estimators.
We conclude in Section 6.

2

Crash Failure Detectors

Here, we consider failure detection of nodes under the fail-stop failure model.
Under this model, either a node is non-faulty (or correct), or it has crashed.
Any node can crash at most, and once it has done so, never executes any
more instructions (i.e., it never recovers).
Crash failure detection is the core of all peer to peer systems and distributed systems that attempt to operate in non-centralized manner.
Before solving any problem (such as that of Crash Failure Detection), it
is important to discuss what system model (i.e., assumptions) the problem
needs to be solved under. Primarily, there are two types of system models
for distributed systems:
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1. Synchronous System Model:

Each non-faulty node has a maximum

known time bound on the time taken to execute any instruction. Further, there is a maximum known bound on the delay faced by a message
sent by one non-faulty process to another non-faulty process. Examples of systems following this model are multiprocessor systems such
as supercomputers. Notice that nodes are still allowed to fail in this
model.
2. Asynchronous System Model: Unlike the above model, the asynchronous model imposes no limits on either the time taken by a non-faulty
node to execute any instruction, or on message delays. In other words,
messages can be delayed arbitrarily long, and nodes can be arbitrarily slow (without being faulty). Most practical networks follow the
asynchronous system model, e.g., Internet, wireless networks, sensor
networks, etc.
Now, Fail-Stop failure detectors are interested in two types of properties:
• Completeness: The percentage of failures that are eventually detected
by all concerned non-faulty nodes.
• Accuracy: The percentage of detections that actually correspond to a
node that has failed.
Notice that it is easy to trivially to guarantee either 100% Completeness
(each node always consider all other nodes as crashed all the time) or 100%
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Accuracy (each node never considers any other node as crashed at any point
of time).
Chandra and Toueg [6] showed that it is impossible to guarantee both
100% Completeness and 100% Accuracy in an asynchronous system model.
In the synchronous system model however, implementing a complete and accurate failure detector is straightforward - any one of the following detectors
for asynchronous systems can be used, along with timeouts that are decided
based on the message delay and instruction processing bounds.
In view of these impossibilities, most, if not all, distributed applications
have come to expect 100% completeness (and thus probabilistic accuracy)
from the underlying crash failure detector. This is because each crash of a
node in a distributed application needs to be followed by a repair or recovery
operation in that application - thus it is important to detect each failure, but
it is alright to have mistaken detections. All algorithms we discuss below
guarantee 100% completeness.
Chandra and Toueg were the first to present failure detectors with a view
to solving consensus. Specifically, they provide a taxonomy of detectors in
[6], including the weakest failure detector to solve consensus. There has been
substantial work done in the theoretical community since then on failure
detectors for a variety of system models, e.g., [7]. However, we preclude
such papers (even though classical) since they either do not scale to large
distributed systems with thousands of nodes, or they have not really been
validated in practice.
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For asynchronous systems, practical failure detectors for fail-stop failures
tend to be of two types: (1) Heartbeating-based, and (2) Ping-based.

2.1

Heartbeating-based Failure Detectors

Each node n periodically (once every hb seconds) sends an “I am Alive”
(heartbeat) message to a subset of other nodes in the system. Successive
heartbeat messages are numbered with monotonically increasing sequence
numbers so as to be distinguishable. Each other node that is aware of node n
maintains the time since the last and latest heartbeat was received from node
n. When this time crosses a prefixed timeout threshold (timeout seconds),
the node n is marked as having failed.
First, this satisfies 100% completeness - once node n fails, it will stop
sending heartbeats and since timeout is finite, eventually all previously sent
heartbeats by n will be received and the timeout will expire (at any given
recipient node). In practice though, the value of timeout is typically much
larger than messages transmission delays; hence, the actual detection time is
timeout seconds.
However, this algorithm does not guarantee accuracy, especially in an
asynchronous network where heartbeat messages can be delayed arbitrarily
long. This can cause another to timeout waiting for heartbeats from a (correct) node n, and consequently mistakenly mark n as crashed. Notice that
the larger the value of timeout is compared to hb, the more is the accuracy
of the protocol, i.e., the smaller is the false positive rate. However, larger
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timeouts also entail longer detection times, hence the value of timeout trades
off between detection time and accuracy.
Heartbeat transmission can be implemented in one of two ways - explicit
or implicit. Explicit heartbeat creates separate messages for heartbeats,
while implicit heartbeat either piggybacks heartbeat messages atop application messages, or in some cases, uses application messages themselves as
heartbeat messages1 . For the rest of our discussion, we will assume explicit
heartbeating, however our discussion applies to the implicit variety too.
There are several variants of heartbeat-based failure detectors - the difference between these is based on which is the “subset” of nodes receiving
the heartbeats from the given node n. This choice is decided based on the
overlay, or the membership graph (i.e., the graph defined by a node’s neighbors - see below). Below, we describe several different types of such overlays,
along with the associated heartbeat-based protocol.
Simple Overlays:

The IBM SP-2 originally used a ring-based overlay,

with nodes arranged in a virtual ring (with no necessary correlation to their
actual locations). Each node merely sent heartbeats to its clockwise neighbor
(in addition, the anticlockwise neighbor was also used to increase the faulttolerance), and these neighbors would be the only ones to detect failure of
this node. In a system with N nodes, the overhead of this scheme is O(N)
messages every hb seconds. The drawback of this scheme was that multiple
1

We will ignore this last option mentioned since our goal in this section is to focus on
application-independent protocols.
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simultaneous failures could cause an unnecessarily long time for detection of
failures, especially if a sequence of nodes failed in quick succession. Since the
likelihood of this occurrence increases as the total number of nodes increased,
the ring-based algorithm was not very scalable.
A different, simpler alternative to send the heartbeat to all other nodes
in the system. While this was clearly more fault-tolerant than using the ring,
this scheme has a very high overhead (O(N 2 ) messages per hb seconds) and
it could also have lower accuracy. Any slow node could mark a very large set
of others nodes as faulty merely because it did not receive several heartbeat
messages in a timely manner.
Gossip-style Heartbeating: Van Renesse et al [45] made the above all-toall heartbeating model more accurate by having each node not directly send
its heartbeats to every other node, but instead gossip the latest heartbeat
counters for several other nodes. At any node n, gossiping basically entails
randomly selecting a few other nodes periodically, and sending them the
array of the latest heartbeat counters (from other nodes) known at node n.
Van Renesse et al showed that if all heartbeats could be included in each
gossip message, and each node gossiped with a constant other randomly
selected gossip targets every second (on average), it took O(log(N)) seconds
for any node’s updated heartbeat information to spread to all other nodes
with high probability. Here, N is the number of nodes in the system. Thus,
the timeouts could be set to be in this range (if one knew an upper bound on
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the value of N). Thus the failure detection times are small - this is because
log(N) is a small number, and grows very slowly, e.g., even for values of N
up to 232 (the number of possible IPv4 addresses), the value of log2 (N) = 32.
Distributed Hash Table-based Overlays (or Structured Overlays):
Distributed hash tables (DHTs), also known as structured overlays2 , are
overlays that follow a specific structure. For instance, the Pastry p2p overlay
follows a hypercube-type structure, with nodes maintaining overlay “neighbors” based on prefix matches of id’s assigned to nodes (the id’s are assigned
by hashing the node’s IP address (e.g., by using SHA-1 or MD-5 etc.), but
that is orthogonal to our discussion here.) In turn, each node merely sent
heartbeats to its neighbors in this overlay.
Similarly, in other DHTs such as Chord, a heartbeat-style strategy was
used for failure detection. Thus information about a node failure would
propagate to its immediate neighbors - this in turn might cause these nodes
to select other, “better” neighbors that were non-faulty.
Random Partial Membership Graphs:

While DHTs such as Pastry

and Chord follow a specific pattern of “neighbor” selection of nodes, in order to make resource discovery and file insertion operations very efficient, a
separate class of overlays have been designed for other applications that do
2

To be more precise, a structured overlay is the actual underlying overlay, while a
DHT is layered atop this overlay and provides get- and put-style functionalities to an
application. However, today, the two terms are often used as synonyms by several sections
of the distributed computing community, and hence we treat “DHT” and “structured
overlays” as synonyms in this article.
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not primarily use the resource-discovery functionality. For instance, publishsubscribe and multicast applications often rely on the presence of a connected
overlay graph among the nodes. Yet, the protocol attempts to achieve this
by having each node only maintain a small random subset of other nodes in
the system as its neighbors.
Below, we briefly discuss the core design of one such random partial membership graph system. The reader is encouraged to read up other algorithms
in this class, such as T-Man [21].
SCAMP: SCAMP [17, 18] attempts to maintain a uniform random overlay
graph among nodes, with each node maintaining O(log(N)) neighbors in
this graph. This is achieved by the following mechanisms: (1) Each node n
maintains a list of neighbors in the overlay, denoted as Neighbor Set(n), as
well as the list of other nodes than point to them (the in-neighbor list). (2)
[Node Join] When a new node joins the system, it obtains at least c contacts
(c is a fixed parameter), and forwards its subscription (joining) information
to c of these nodes. A node n receiving a new joining node’s information will
include it in with probability 1/(1 + |Neighbor Set(n)|); otherwise, it merely
forwards this subscription to one of its neighbors, selected at random. (3)
[Node Departure] A voluntarily leaving node n merely asks the highest-id c
neighbors of itself to delete n from their neighbor lists. Every in-neighbor of
n is asked to point to another of the previous neighbors of n (excluding the
c selected above) - duplicate selections may be allowed.
While the basic SCAMP assumes voluntary departures only, each node
13

does indeed send heartbeats periodically to all of its neighbors. This avoids
a node from being partitioned (isolated) out from the network - when a node
has not received any heartbeats from any other node, it knows that it is
partitioned 3 .
The authors show in [17] that this protocol ends up with each node having
an expected (c + 1)log(N) neighbors, and that the distribution of neighbor
selection is random (i.e., the probability distribution of the number of inneighbors at a node has a small standard deviation).
It is easy to see how SCAMP can be extended to handle fail-stop failures all neighbors of a given node would timeout waiting for a heartbeat and then
execute actions similar to the voluntary unsubscriptions described above.
However, it is not clear whether this would continue to maintain the uniform
randomness of the overlay. Further, false positives could occur - any node
missing a heartbeat would start propagating a failure notification, and a
suspected node would then be forced to leave the group. This problem is
addressed in the SWIM system discussed in Section 2.2.

2.2

Ping-Based Failure Detectors

Unlike heartbeat-based failure detectors, Ping-based failure detectors do not
use any kind of heartbeat messages. Instead, each node n is periodically
pinged by a subset of other nodes in the system. If the node is unresponsive,
3

Note that this does not avoid a large subgraph from being partitioned out of the
overlay!
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then the pinging nodes could retry the pinging. If several retries do not lead
to a response, the node n is marked as crashed. Below, we describe two such
ping-based failure detectors - SWIM and CYCLON.
SWIM: The SWIM system [12] by Das et al has each node periodically
(once every T seconds) select one other node (say n) uniformly at random
from across the system and ping this remote node. If the remote node is
unresponsive (T is assumed to be larger than the typical round-trip time
in the system), then the pinging node may ask up to K (value fixed) other
nodes to indirectly ping the node n and return replies (if any). If either the
direct or any one of the the indirect pings results in a positive reply from n,
then the pinging node takes no further action. However, in the absence of a
response, the pinging node detects node n as crashed.
Clearly, this protocol satisfies 100% Completeness - a crashed node will
eventually be picked as ping target by some node in the system, and be
detected as failed. Further, the authors showed that this protocol has a
constant failure detection time on expectation, e.g., for K = 0, the expected
time between failure of node n and the first other node detecting this failure is
T
1−e−1

seconds. It is important to note that this time does not depend on the

size of the system at all (which is a desirable and scalable property, especially
in a really large distributed system)! Further, the authors show how to tune
the value of K so as to obtain a tradeoff between the detection time, the false
positive rate (the inaccuracy rate), and the overhead (messages per second
per node). The reader is referred to [12] for more details.
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CYCLON: CYCLON [46] is another membership protocol that attempts to
maintain a uniform random membership graph while having each node maintain only a small number of neighbors. Briefly, each node maintains an age
for each of its neighbors, denoting the time since that neighbor entry was
created at node n. Each node periodically does the following - eliminate
the neighbor with the maximum age, and exchange neighbor lists with this
oldest aged neighbor. CYCLON then describes a specific way of updating
the neighbor lists in order to maintain the uniform randomness of the overlay graph. However, notice that this selection of the oldest age neighbor is
implicit failure detection, but in the heartbeat style. If this oldest neighbor
does not respond, then it is deleted. Thus, failed nodes eventually disappear
from neighbor lists. If the size of neighbor lists is O(log(N)), then the failure
detection time is also O(log(N)), which is small!

3

Byzantine Failure Detectors

Unlike the fail-stop failure model discussed in Section 2, the Byzantine failure
model specifies that nodes can behave in any arbitrary and perhaps malicious
manner, i.e., a Byzantine-faulty node could deviate from the protocol specified by the application in arbitrary ways. For instance, it could execute
instructions that are either unauthorized or do not result from the applying
the specified protocol on its received messages, it could send messages with
malicious intent or junk content, or claim to have received messages that in
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fact it never received. In short, the Byzantine model is the most general
of all models of failure. Clearly, it encompasses and includes the a fail-stop
failure model.
Yet, it is a very realistic model. Hosts whose security has been compromised, e.g., by viruses or worms, or by human hackers, etc., as well as a
process based on buggy program code, all follow the Byzantine model. Thus,
handling Byzantine failures is an important practical focus. The Byzantine
failure model typically does not handle correlated failures, but instead individual node’s malicious behaviors. This makes sense for some of the security issues addressed, e.g., virus or worm attaks, but not for others, e.g.,
buggy software or collaborating botnets (which may have correlated Byzantine nodes).
The traditional approach to handling Byzantine failures has, until very
recently, been to mask, rather than detect, these types of failures. Most
protocols for Byzantine fault-tolerance are replicated state machines, with a
focus on solving problems such as atomic commit and consensus [6, 9, 14,
15, 24], i.e., where all the nodes need to agree on the value of a variable.
These protocols assume that there are at most f faulty nodes in the system,
and there are at least 3f + 1 total nodes in the system (faulty or not).
Several such protocols have been specified in theory [8, 38] and in practice
[5, 47]. These protocols are designed to allow the non-faulty nodes to solve
the agreement problem in the presence of up to f Byzantine nodes among
them. The reader would be interested to know that it has been proved [27]
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that one cannot implement Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus when more
than one-third the nodes are faulty, hence these protocols have “optimal”
tolerance, in a sense.
While these protocols (especially Castro and Liskov’s [5]) are highly practical and perform well in real systems, they are unable to tolerate more than
f failures. Instead, if one used a Byzantine failure detector, the following
advantages could be obtained [20]:
• More than f failures could be detected (and tolerated, if the application
is equipped with mechanisms to respond to detected failures). In fact,
there is no upper bound on the number of Byzantine nodes in the
system.
• The common case (where all nodes are non-Byzantine) becomes very
efficient w.r.t. performance metrics such as throughput, latency, scalability, etc. Simplicity of design is preserved since detectors are typically
designed to fit in very modularly with the rest of the application.
• Many applications do not need to solve the consensus problem, and
Byzantine failures are interesting in other problems that are not related to consensus. For these, applications require information about
which nodes might be faulty. We remind the reader that one cannot implement Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus when more than one-third
the nodes are faulty [27].
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The same properties of Completeness and Accuracy discussed in Section 2
apply to Byzantine failure detectors (thus no failure detector can achieve both
properties with 100% guarantee). Below, we briefly describe two systems LOCKSS and PeerReview - that provide some semblance of Byzantine failure
detectors. Besides these two systems, there are other systems that come close
to providing a detector, but do not provide a fully specified one. Aiyer et
al [1] provide a mechanism to monitor quorum systems so that an alarm is
raised when failure assumptions are about to be violated. Intrusion detection
systems of course work at the level of a single node. Reputation systems (see,
e.g., [11]) monitor the behavior of nodes in a p2p system but do not provide
a notion of detection of Byzantine failure.
Before we dive in to these systems, we note an important point - a Byzantine failure detector depends, to some extent, on the application itself, e.g.,
what is unacceptable behavior by a node. Yet, the LOCKSS system is generic
enough in being applicable to any distributed storage solution, while PeerReview applies modularly to any distributed application which allows auditing
actions on application logs.
LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe): The LOCKSS system by
Maniatis et al [31] provides a protocol for maintaining consistency of replicas
- LOCKSS is implemented in the context of a digital library archive, where
archival units, or AUs, are the basic blocks that are replicated across multiple
nodes. The challenge is the following - even though the AUs are immutable,
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attacks by either adversaries or bit-rot, may cause some of the replicas of
the AU to become corrupted as time progresses. The goal of the LOCKSS
system is to (1) maintain the correctness and consistency of these replicas,
and (2) to enable detection of an ongoing attack, especially when a large
number of replicas are in disagreement with one another.
LOCKSS meets the above challenges by (1) building a continuouslychanging (churned) overlay among nodes, and (2) using this overlay to execute periodic polling on the replicas of the AU (to check for and correct their
consistency). We do not describe here the intricate details of the protocol,
viz., the actual quotas on how much of the list is churned for each of the
above actions, etc. - the reader is encouraged to read [31] for all details and
adversary attacks on the protocol.
In brief, the protocol works in the following manner. Each node n:
1. Maintains two types of neighbors - inner circle neighbors (more trusted)
and outer circle (less trusted) neighbors. The inner circle at any time
consists of a random subset of other nodes that have agreed with the
recent votes of this node n. In addition to these two circles, node n
maintains a list of friends - other nodes on whom it places a very high
level of trust.
2. Initiates a Voting procedure periodically. This is done by querying the
inner circle neighbors, each of which in turn nominates a few nodes
for n’s outer circle. n then chooses a small random subset from each
20

nomination and asks these nodes to vote. Each vote is classified as
either “agreeing” or “disagreeing” with n’s own vote. This calculation
is based on the hash of the replica of the AU in question, i.e., the entire
contents of the AU replica are hashed to generate a signature and this
signature is matched. (In addition, the LOCKSS protocol also marks
each vote as either valid or invalid, based on a proof of computational
effort. For our purposes, it is suffices to know that an invalid vote
will result in the offending voter being ignored and removed from the
neighbors lists at n). Finally, if V total votes were requested and
received, then (a) if the number of agreeing votes is at least V − D,
then the poll was poll was successful and n retains its replica; (b) if the
number of agreeing votes was no more than D, the poll was a failure
and n repairs its replica (from a random disagreeing neighbor); (c) the
number of agreeing votes is between D and V − D: in this final case,
n raises an alarm (the effects of an alarm are described below).
3. Churns its neighbor lists. After each vote, inner circle neighbors are
who disagreed or have not voted for a while are eliminated, a random
subset of the remaining nodes is left in, a few random recently agreeing
nodes (no voting) from the outer circle are brought, and finally a few
random friends are brought in. The goal of this churning of neighbors
is to ensure that malicious nodes do not manage to gain a foothold on
the neighbor list of a node n for too long a time.
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The authors of the LOCKSS system then show that under a variety of
adversary attacks, if most of the replicas of the AU are good (resp. bad),
then most polls will end successfully (resp., in failure). However, and most
importantly, it takes a very long time for an AU with predominantly good
replicas to transition to a state with predominantly bad replicas. Hence the
alarm condition raised in the specification above will have enough time (and
there will be enough alarms) to detect this shift. In the authors’ words –
“The rate at which at an attack can make progress is limited by the smaller
of the adversary’s efforts and the efforts of the victims.” Put in another
way, LOCKSS slows down the conversion of good replicas into bad replicas
(which occurs due to the presence of malicious nodes) so much that victims
(i.e., good nodes) are able to take corrective action in fixing the bad replicas.
Thus, even a delayed and slow human response to such an alarm would
restore the correctness of the system, since the adversaries are slowed down
considerably by LOCKSS.
Notice that even though the above protocol does not explicitly detect
Byzantine nodes in the system, it is able to detect disagreeing votes. In the
case of alarms being raised for the AU, compromised nodes can be detected
easily (via their proposed hashes for the AU) and thus repaired. Logs of
the votes obtained can be used to detect faulty nodes (albeit perhaps with
human involvement), and if a particular group of nodes happens to be raising
alarms, a local spoofing alarms could be raised in order to audit local nodes
in the neighborhood of those nodes.
22

PeerReview:

The PeerReview system [20] shares some common design

characteristics with the LOCKSS system designed above. However, unlike it,
PeerReview provides for explicit Byzantine failure detection with interesting
completeness and accuracy properties (see below). Specifically, PeerReview
ensures that a correct node will never be declared as being faulty (assuming
that the node is indeed responsive). This is a major difference from the
fail-stop failure detectors of Section 2.
The PeerReview protocol has each node monitor application protocolcompliance of all other nodes in the group. Thus, it is potentially expensive
and inefficient (it involves O(N 2 ) messages in the system), however it is
a good first-cut at this extremely different problem. Among the several
assumptions made by PeerReview, the most important ones are: (1) Messages
sent by correct nodes are eventually received by the recipient (if it is correct);
(2) the application protocol for which compliance has to be checked is a
replicated state machine [40].
First, each node n maintains a log of all its previous protocol actions, and
uses this to sign messages. Top-level hashes of the log are taken periodically
and on-demand - such authenticators are piggybacked on top of all messages
sent out by n. The log, in other words, is maintained as a hash chain. All
messages need to be acknowledged (acknowledgement messages also carry
authenticators). Each message sent by n, besides the authenticator, also
contains a short proof that the latest message is in fact the latest action
in the local log. Finally, node n periodically forwards to other nodes the
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authenticators it knows for other nodes; this ensures eventual dissemination
of any authenticator.
Second, each node n is periodically audited by other nodes j. Node j
can show that n is faulty if either (1) it has an authenticator and a log both
from n, both signed by n, but disagreeing with each other, or (2) a signed log
segment from n that fails a conformance check. During the audit phase, node
j can begin to suspect n if the latter is either unresponsive or non-compliant.
Otherwise, node j performs a consistency check to see if the log matches the
recent authenticators it has for n (this is for rule (1) above). Then, node
j extracts all authenticators from the log segment and forwards them to all
other nodes - this ensures eventual dissemination of these authenticators to
all other correct nodes. Finally, j performs a conformance check (for step
(2) above). This is perhaps the most computationally expensive operation
in the protocol. j instantiates a local copy of the application state machine,
replays all inputs form the log, and checks whether outputs match the ones
in the log.
Notice that any deviation based on the above checks can be forwarded to
other interested nodes, who can then verify for themselves whether node n is
in fact faulty or not, either by repeating the checks for itself or by contacting
node n directly to re-do the checks.
This helps PeerReview ensure a nice variant of the Accuracy property no non-faulty node will be suspected or detected by another non-faulty node.
Notice that 100% accuracy is impossible - faulty nodes can suspect non-faulty
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nodes at any time. The Completeness property is not guaranteed either, but
an interesting variant of it is. While it is possible that a faulty node may in
fact escape detection forever, it is true that if there is a faulty node in the
system, at least one node will be detected eventually. Thus a finite number
of bad nodes can affect the good nodes for only so long.
PeerReview has been implemented and found to perform well in practice readers are referred to [20] for more details. However, at the time of writing
this article, it still remains to be seen what alternative Byzantine failure
detectors can be designed. Further, whether this detector class can be made
scalable at all remains a million dollar question!

4

Availability Detectors

After having discussed detectors for online individual node-level characteristics (crash and Byzantine), we next transition to the problem of availability
detection. The failure model considered here is the crash-recovery model,
where a node can leave or fail away from the system, and then rejoin later
with the same node identifier.
The availability detection problem is to estimate the short-term or longterm up/down characteristics of each node n. The earlier detectors informed
other nodes of the immediately recent failure of a node n - that is not our
goal here; instead, tracking the up/down characteristics of n is our goal.
Availability detection is an absolutely essential component in the design
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of many peer to peer storage systems, e.g., [4, 10]. In these systems, the
availability histories of nodes are used to select the best set of nodes to hold
replicas for a given object, in order to increase the system-wide availability
of the object. In these systems, availability detection is sometimes tied to an
availability predictor, which predicts the future availability of node n based
on its history.
Availability detection is also useful in trying to satisfy reliability predicates, where the reliability of an application protocol (e.g., multicast) at a
recipient node is tied to the availability of that node, e.g., [37].
Below, we describe different types of availability detection schemes. Notice that detection schemes typically have two sub-components: who monitors node n, and how the availability history of n is maintained at other
monitoring nodes. We discuss both these issues below. Further, in cases
below where availability prediction is possible, we briefly describe this as
well.

4.1

Group-Based Master Detectors

The Total Recall system [4] uses a master node in a group (of replica-holding
nodes) to detect the availability of the nodes holding replicas, and to maintain
availability history, as well as to do availability prediction in order to select
the best set of replicas. The master node is selected on a per-object basis,
and it is responsible for monitoring (via pings or heartbeats) the availability
of two types of nodes: inode storage nodes and data storage nodes. Higher26

granularity availability information is maintained for the former set of nodes
(and those lost replicas repaired eagerly by the master), while the latter
set has lower-granularity availability detection (and those lost replicas are
repaired lazily).

4.2

Group-Based Distributed Detectors

Carbonite [10] and HBHC [41] each use more distributed schemes than the
previous one, but once again, both these schemes work within small groups
of nodes (holding replicas of a given object).
Carbonite’s availability detection works by creating a spanning tree (of
height O(log(N))) rooted at each node in the group, and containing other
nodes at its leaves. The spanning tree is created using the routing algorithm
of the underlying p2p DHT (distributed hash table). Each node periodically
sends out heartbeat messages to its children, and the heartbeat is propagated
down the tree to its leaves. If a heartbeat missed, the monitoring node
triggers repair for every object stored on the node detected as being down.
In a manner, this is indeed a crash-recovery protocol, but we include it in this
section (rather than in Section 2) since it is used by Carbonite to measure
the availability history individual nodes.
HBHC [41] is another system for replica maintenance. The availability
monitoring in HBHC is also fully distributed within the replica group. In
brief, each node periodically pings each other node in the group, i.e., it is an
all-to-all pinging scheme. This information is also periodically disseminated
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to all other nodes in the group itself, using a gossip-style (epidemic-style)
dissemination [13].

4.3

System-Based Detectors

AVCast [37] is a system that links the multicast reliability at recipient nodes
to their availability. The availability monitoring is done on a system-wide
basis, i.e., without assuming replica groups. Thus it is a general scheme. To
start with, availability monitoring can be done either by having each node
individually report its own availability, or by using the overlay structure itself
to decide which nodes monitor the availability of a given node n. The former
approach is infeasible since nodes can lie about their own availability, while
the latter scheme does not generalize easily since in power-law overlays (e.g.,
Gnutella [48]), higher-degree nodes would have a higher monitoring overhead.
Instead, AVCast’s detector says that a node m will monitor another node
n if the condition Hash(m, n) < K/N, where Hash is a consistent hashing
function with range [0, 1], m and n are id’s of the nodes, K is a small fixed
constant, and N is the approximate system size (a fixed quantity at all nodes).
Note that if the actual system size stays within a constant factor of N,
each node will have an expected O(K) other random nodes monitoring its
availability, via ping and reply messages. Besides load balance, this scheme
is verifiable, i.e., any third node can verify (using the hash condition above)
if two nodes m and n are in fact related by a monitoring relationship. Thus,
it is very difficult for a node n to cheat others by either reporting a higher
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availability for itself, or by colluding with other nodes. [37] describes further
optimizations in the algorithm, where the value of K is changed adaptively
- the reader is encouraged to read the paper for details.

4.4

Types of Availability History

While the detectors of Sections 4.1-4.3 merely maintained a straightforward
history of the availability of a given node n, and calculated its availability
as the average of all previous availability-test points (i.e., times at which
the availability of the node was explicitly measured), other approaches to
maintaining history are possible. [35] and [37] discuss some of these very
well in the context of the goal of availability prediction, and we describe
some below. Notice that most of these history-maintenance schemes can
be used orthogonally along with the availability monitoring schemes above.
However, we do not discuss such integration issues here.
RightNow: This is just the current up/down status of the node.
Aged: [37] uses an aged detector, where the last k availability tests on
a node are weighed in an aged manner, with more recent availability tests
weighed exponentially heavily compared to older tests. This aged equation
is used to estimate the availability probability of node n. This aging rule
is similar to the aging-based prediction of run-times of tasks in Operating
Systems.
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SatCount: In this [35], the availability of a node is marked as one of 4
values (using a 2-bit counter), based on its history. These values are -2
(Strongly Offline), -1 (Weakly Offline), +1 (Weakly Online), +2 (Strongly
Online). This categorization is based on the results of the past k availabilitytesting points for node n.
de Bruijn Graph-based:

For each node, the last k points of availability

testing are maintained, with the most recent tests in the lowest significant
bit. A left-shift operation is done with each new test. Using this as a basis,
a state machine based on a de Bruijn graph can be set up among the 2k
possible availability states for node n (for the k-bit availability history). In a
de Bruijn graph, each of the 2k states is linked to lead into the 2 other states
obtaining by left-shifting it. [35] then describes how to predict availability
of a node n based on this – either by following the most likely path from
the current availability state, or by following multiple paths, or by using a
linear predictor (this work best for short-term-stable availability behavior)
which are based on digital signal processing approaches, and finally a hybrid
detector that combines all the above using an adaptive tournament scheme.
Readers are encouraged to read [35] for more details. Using availability traces
collected from two different clusters, the authors showed that in practice, the
hybrid detector and predictor work very well for home and office clusters,
and moderately well for geographically distributed clusters like PlanetLab.
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5

System Size Estimators

Finally, we move to detecting system-wide properties related to failures.
Specifically, we discuss different approaches to solving the System Size Estimation problem in large-scale distributed systems. Informally, the problem involves finding the “current” (at initiation time) number of non-faulty
processes present in a distributed system, given that nodes can join and leave
at any point of time. First, notice that an accurate estimate is impossible to
achieve - messages have non-zero latencies, and departure or failure of even a
single node, immediately after its last message with respect to the estimation
protocol, will lead to an inaccurate estimate (and this is likely to occur in
large-scale distributed systems).
Such estimation protocols are absolutely necessary in many distributed
system, e.g., p2p overlays whose design depends on the value of system size
N [19, 33], nodeID assignment schemes [32], for estimating the latency of
lookups in some log(N)− p2p overlays. Finally, estimated system sizes can
be used to monitor and audit performance of distributed applications, e.g.,
on PlanetLab, as well as for dynamic partitioning of Grid applications.
Like prior detection protocols, we desire our estimation protocols to be
scalable, efficient, fault-tolerant, and practical. In addition, increasing the
(probabilistic) accuracy is an important goal. The estimation problem comes
in two flavors - one-shot detection involves a one-time estimation of system
size, while continuous detection involves continuously keeping the latest es-
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timate of the system size. Accuracy can then be defined as either the root
mean square of the error between the estimated system size and current
system size, and/or as the standard deviation of these errors. The former
metric measures how close the estimate is to the actual size; the latter metric
measures how consistently the estimated size shadows the actual size.
Protocols for system size estimation come in two varieties - active protocols and passive protocols. Active protocols need to be initiated by a single
node, and involve passing messages around inside the group until the initiator receives back enough responses or information to draw an estimate.
This style of protocol is thus a one-shot solution, but can be repeated for a
continuous implementation.
Passive protocols, on the other hand, do not involve actively exchanging
any estimation messages. Instead, these protocols attempt to snoop on messages being otherwise sent by the application or by a membership protocol
(such as the ones discussed in Section 2) in order to obtain an estimate. They
are by nature continuous estimators.
Below, we discuss a small subset of active and passive estimation protocols. Following the theme of this paper, we choose only protocols that are
the most practical, i.e., are implementable and have the least assumptions
to hinder their transition into practice.
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5.1

Active Estimation Protocols

Bawa et al and Sample&Collide:

Both Bawa et al [3] and Massoulie et

al [34] use the birthday paradox to estimate the system size. These protocols
initiate a random walk within the distributed system - each node uses its
neighbor information (provided by any of the group membership protocols
such as the ones discussed in Section 2). If the number of nodes in the system
√
is N, it takes an expected number of 2N steps to get back to a node that
was already traversed by the random walk. Based on this, a system size
estimate is drawn.
Aggregation-Based Protocols:

Several aggregation protocols have been

proposed for distributed system. These include protocols to calculate sum,
average, min, max, etc., of a set of values provided by the nodes in the system.
Jelasity et al [22] use one such aggregation protocol to derive an estimation
protocol. Basically, their protocol works as follows: once the protocol is initiated, each node keeps an estimate of the current size of the system. At
node n, this value is initialized to 1 when the initiating message received.
Then, periodically, node n exchanges its value with one neighbor chosen at
random, and replaces its current estimate with the average of these two estimates. The authors of [22] then show that the estimate converges in time
that is logarithmic in the group size. Several other aggregation protocols
such as those by Kempe et al [23] could also potentially be used to derive a
system size estimate similarly.
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Hops Sampling:

This scheme [25, 26] involves disseminating a gossip

message (also called epidemic message) into the group, and measuring the
average latency of the receipt times of this gossip. Since the dissemination
latency of a gossip varies logarithmically with the system size, an estimate can
be derived. The basic gossiping model works as follows: once a gossip message
is received at node n, this node then periodically (once every T seconds)
selects a fixed constant number of gossip targets (nodes) at random and sends
them copies of the gossip. In addition, the Hops Sampling approach carries
the hopcount variable (initialized to 0 by the initiating node); when a node n
first receives the initiating message, it notes the hopcount, increments it by
1, and then starts gossiping the initiating message with the new hopcount
piggybacked atop it. Finally, after O(log(N)) rounds, the initiating node
queries a small subset of nodes in the system to sample their hopcounts,
relates this to log(N), and obtains a system size estimate. The latency of
this protocol is also logarithmic in the system size.
Comparing the above three approaches:

Le Merrer et al have com-

pared the above three active approaches quantitatively via simulations [28].
They found that using aggregation (with estimates over last 50 rounds) provides the best accuracy, while Hops Sampling (with the estimate averaged
over last 10 runs) comparatively provides lower accuracy. Admittedly, this
particular comparison is somewhat unfair as it lacks a common baseline across
the algorithms (e.g., the number of messages exchanged, etc.), but it is clear
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that Hops Sampling uses significantly fewer messages than aggregation, while
Sample&Collide uses the least messages and has somewhat middling accuracy. Overall, the comparison does show that these different active protocols
define an overhead-accuracy tradeoff. This opens the door for the design of
adaptive estimation protocols, e.g., try to achieve a given level of accuracy
while trying to stay within an overhead budget.
Other Active Estimators:

Awerbuch and Scheideler [2] assign special

id’s to nodes, and organizes them in a hierarchy in order to enable estimation.
Malkhi and Horowitz [30] use a ring-based algorithm for estimation, however
this scheme could have a very high error, unlike the above schemes. Finally,
several systems have been proposed for estimating the size of p2p overlays,
e.g., Stutzbach and Rejaie’s crawler-based approach [43].

5.2

Passive Estimation Protocols

Passive protocols for size estimation do not initiate one-shot runs of the protocol. Instead, they snoop on application or membership protocol messages
in order to estimate the system size. Further, this class of protocols enables
each and every node in the system to have an estimate, without restricting
this knowledge to a privileged initiating node.
The Interval Density Scheme [25] is one such passive estimation protocol that works by snooping on the messages passed along by a gossip-style
membership protocol such as the one by van Renesse et al [45] (discussed
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in Section 2). Basically, given a membership protocol (such as [45]) that
enables each node n in the system to eventually (and perhaps quickly) learn
information about the id or IP address of each other node joining into, or
failing or departing from the system, the node n can estimate the system size
by only remembering a small fraction of these node ids.
Each node then uses a consistent hash function (e.g., one based on SHA1 or MD-5) to hash a heard-of node IP address into the real interval [0, 1].
In a nutshell then, node n is interested in only those other nodes whose
IP addresses hash into a sub-interval I of the interval [0, 1]. If I is of size
O(K/N), where K is a constant, and N is the (approximate) system size,
then the memory utilization at node n due to this estimation protocol is
merely O(K). Further, using snooping on the gossip-style membership protocol, the time for a node join or failure to reflect at the estimate at all other
nodes is O(log(N)). Finally, the inventors of this scheme showed that if suffices for K to be O(log(N)) to derive an accuracy of the protocol that goes
to 1 as the actual system size increases towards infinity.
[25] describes several ways to adjust both the size and the center-point of
the interval I at node n so as to obtain an accurate detection - the reader is
encouraged to see the referenced paper for more details.
Active vs. Passive Approach:

The active Hops Sampling approach

was compared against the passive Interval Density scheme in [26]. Both
these algorithms are available as part of an open-source software called Peer-
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Counter [25]. Overall, if the group size is more or less static, the passive
approach yields a better accuracy. If the group size is highly dynamic, the
algorithms perform comparably when one considers the root mean square error. However, the passive scheme has better performance w.r.t. the standard
deviation of these errors, i.e., it is able to shadow the variation of system size
better.

6

Summary

In this article, we have seen online detectors for several types of problems
in large-scale distributed systems. We have seen (1) Heartbeat- and pingbased detectors for crash failures, (2) Implicit and explicit Byzantine failure
detectors, (3) Master-based, Group-based and Fully Distributed Availability
monitors, and (4) Active and Passive System Size Estimation Schemes. Our
focus was on approaches that were practical, yet novel at their core. This
continues to be a flourishing area of research, with ideas being implemented
in a variety of real systems.
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